In most current vision prosthesis designs, head movement is the sole director of visual gaze and scanning due to the head-mounted nature of the camera. Study of this unnatural behaviour may provide insight into improved prosthesis designs and rehabilitation procedures. In this paper, we conducted a psychophysical study to investigate the characteristics of head movements of normally sighted subjects undergoing a visual acuity task in simulated prosthetic vision (SPV). In 12 naïve, untrained subjects, we recorded spontaneous changes in the amount of head movements during SPV sessions compared to control (normal vision) sessions. The observed behaviour continued to be refined until five or six sessions of practice. Increased head movement velocity was shown to be correlated to improved visual acuity performance, up to 0.3 logMAR, an equivalent of detecting details at half the physical size compared to complete deprivation of head movements. We postulate that visual scanning can as much as double the spatial frequency information in prosthetic vision. Increased head movement velocity observed when subjects were attempting smaller test items and for low-pass filtering schemes with higher cut-off frequencies may be further evidence that higher frequency content may be available through visual scanning, unconsciously driving subjects to increase head movement velocity.
Introduction
Blindness can take place when the photoreceptors or part of the neuronal conductive pathway that communicates vision from the photoreceptors to the visual cortex cease to function normally, such as in glaucoma, age-related macula degeneration (AMD) and retinitis pigmentosa (RP). Glaucoma and RP can further develop into total blindness. There are currently no therapeutic solutions to reverse these blindness conditions. There are, however, several research groups working towards neural prosthesis solutions to restore vision, building on and extending the technology of predecessor devices such as the cardiac pacemaker and the cochlear implant.
An essential component for most vision prostheses is the video camera, whose function is to replace the photoreceptors as the sensor for visual information. (The exception is the subretinal design where the equivalent of the video camera, an array of microphotodiodes, is implanted in-place at the photoreceptors site [1, 2] .) Images captured by the camera are translated into electrical stimulus pulses for artificially activating visual neuronal pathways, from which the recipients may be able to reconstruct the visual information. This video camera is usually mounted on a pair of eye glasses to be worn on the head by the recipient [3] [4] [5] [6] . The position and orientation of the camera can introduce a displacement in the self-perspective spatial reference to one's surroundings away from the anatomical position of the eyes, and a misalignment Though general outlines are still visible, it is now much harder to identify the fine details, such as the eyelid folds, the edge of the sclera and the iris. Head movements are believed to be able to provide much more information than a static phosphene image.
in the expected direction of gaze. Furthermore, for normally sighted humans, the eyes play a major role in a combined head-eye effort in directing gaze, the head alone now must direct the 'gaze' of the camera; particularly for epiretinal implants, recipients may be completely deprived of any eye movements since current surgical procedures apply botulinum toxin to the ocular muscles to induce muscle akinesia so that eye movements would not cause damage to the implanted equipment [4, 7] .
Head-based scanning of a scene is also made necessary with the discrete phosphene nature of the restored vision demonstrated by current prosthesis devices [3-5, 7, 8] . Figure 1 illustrates a simulation of prosthetic vision as composed of discrete spots of light, so-called phosphenes. Each phosphene is brought about by electrical stimulation activating a group of neurons coding visual perception in a small localized area of the visual field. Current stimulation techniques result in gaps between phosphenes where no visual information is available to the recipients. Scene scanning is therefore an important skill in order to 'fill-in' this lack of information; and with the inability to move the eyes, head movements become the prime driver facilitating the scanning activity.
In one of the earliest human clinical trials of vision prosthesis, Dobelle [3] reported that head scanning played an important role in the learning process to recognize letters and symbols for his cortical implant recipient. Furthermore, his volunteer believed that his performance in other tasks will improve with additional experience in scanning. Subsequently, in a trial of an epiretinal device [9] , implant recipients were specifically encouraged to use head movements in performing tasks relating to objection detection, object counting and object discrimination. Veraart et al assumed a more proactive approach to head scanning [5, 10] ; they worked with their optic nerve implant recipient to specifically produce a head scanning training routine based on scanning in the horizontal direction followed by the vertical for identifying symbols under prosthetic vision. In spite of these reports, no extended discourse on the importance of head movements or the relationship between scanning and task performance was ever published.
Visual scanning has been studied using simulated prosthetic vision (SPV, also known as 'pixelized vision') techniques administered to normally sighted human subjects. There is substantial support from SPV studies that restraint-free visual scanning has a positive impact on the task performance by allowing subjects self-directed visual information maximization. Cha et al [11] suggested that under such circumstances subjects directed their gaze so as to 'choose' the best viewing position in order to identify the orientation of the Snellen E, thus improving visual acuity scores. With irregular phosphene matrices, Cai et al [12] noted that subjects learned to select areas with denser phosphenes for scanning in order to maximize the spatial frequency content of the stimuli, supporting the self-directed maximization hypothesis. Head movements also allowed subjects to expand their effective fields of view and rudimentary depth perception through parallax [13] .
Furthermore, though a static image of phosphenes may simply appear like discrete dots, when relative movement is induced via scanning, a more coherent structure of the stimulus emerges. The existing literature on simulated prosthetic vision tends to attribute this to visual memory and mental imagery [12, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , filling-in the lack of visual information in the gaps between the discrete phosphenes by accumulating the visual information through temporal integration. This is believed to subserve the identification of spatial details beyond the sampling-theoretic limit [20] of the phosphene matrix [12, 14, 17, 21] . For example, studies in our laboratory have demonstrated the ability to identify details 3.5-fold smaller than that suggested by the theoretical limit [17] .
To date, discussions in the literature were mostly limited to qualitative observation and deductions. In this paper, we present head movement characteristics exhibited by normally sighted subjects undergoing an assessment of visual acuity in SPV. This report is based on a retrospective analysis of the head-tracking data recorded as part of a previous study [16, 17, 21] . Analysis of the head-tracker data provided a quantitative insight to the adaptation process to head-based gaze and scanning movements, as well as the correlation between head movements and the performance level at the visual acuity task. We discuss the possible mechanisms driving the observed behaviour and the implications for vision prosthesis design and patient rehabilitation.
The SPV experimental paradigm has been used by other researchers to examine visual acuity [11, 12, 14] , object recognition [14] , face recognition [15] , reading [14, 18, 19, [22] [23] [24] [25] , navigation [13] and hand-eye coordination tasks [14] , as well as in our laboratories to study object tracking [26, 27] , visual acuity [16, 17, 21] and head movements [28, 29] . This methodology allowed controlled examination of normally sighted subject response and task performance to a simulation of prosthetic vision. Although not without its limitations, this methodology has provided insight to the efficacy of the current form of restored vision and the psychophysical behaviour of the eventual vision prosthesis recipients.
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Methodology
Twelve naïve, untrained, normally sighted subjects participated in the study. They were selected from students aged between 18 and 30 who responded to invitations posted on campus at the University of New South Wales (UNSW). All experimental procedures were conducted under UNSW Human Ethics Committee protocols.
We conducted experimentation using computer simulation to produce real-time visual phosphene presentations (SPV) as in figure 1 . Ideally, we would like to deprive the subjects of the advantage of using eye movements thereby isolating the gaze movement to that of head movement alone. At the stage of this paper, we approached the solution by employing the head tracker only in our experiments and requesting subjects to limit eye movements as much as possible. We are working through the complexities of an eye-tracking solution, and for future experiments, we shall report eye-tracking results as well as head tracking.
A brief outline of the SPV methodology that is relevant to the discussion of this paper is provided in subsequent subsections. Further details to the experiment methodology can be found in our previous publications [16, 17, 21, 28] .
Phosphene simulation
It is essential to be able to present a simulation that is relevant, from which the results can be generalized to eventual vision prosthesis recipients. We based our SPV on previously conducted human experiments in the literature where subjects reported seeing spots of light in their visual space in response to electrical stimulation to the retina [4, 7, 8, 30] , optic nerve [5, 31] and visual cortex [3] . We also considered similar SPV methodologies from the laboratories of these researchers [14, 15] .
Working backwards from the visual presentation to the original image, we depicted each phosphene as a round spot of light with a Gaussian intensity profile similar to that adopted by Hayes et al [14] and Fornos et al [23] . Each Gaussian phosphene had maximum intensity at the centre and tailed off smoothly towards the periphery. We linearly modulated the size of the phosphene (by the Gaussian standard deviation parameter, σ ) of each Gaussian phosphene with respect for a value we calculated which we will call the 'phosphene weight'. For this paper, the phosphene separation (PS) was 1.6
• visual angle and the maximum σ was 0.4
• . The 'phosphene weights' were calculated by sampling the pixel value at locations corresponding to the centre of each phosphene on a filtered image of the original. Low-pass filtering improves perceptual quality of prosthetic vision by reducing artefacts relating to high spatial frequency content from the original image [17, 27] . Six filtering schemes were used. Five were mean filters with circular apertures, the radius linearly spanning 10%-90% PS denoted as C10, C30, C50, C70 and C90. For the sixth, we used a circular Gaussian weighted filter with a standard deviation at 10% PS denoted as G10. Different filter schemes have different frequency content ranges, with increased high frequency content for smaller radii circular mean filters. Head-mounted display (HMD) used for virtual-reality immersion with the head tracker attached at the rear. (Camera at the front of the display was not used for this present study, but the apparatus is capable of delivering real-time SPV using the camera feed.)
Virtual reality (VR) immersion
SPV was administered with a standard head-mounted display (HMD) (iO-Display Systems, Sacramento, CA, USA). This HMD provided 640 × 480 resolution with 2.4 arcmin per pixel at 30 frames s −1 (fps). The left eye display was occluded during the experiment so subjects viewed the visual stimuli with their right eyes only. Subjects were fully immersed in this environment by extra shielding around the HMD to exclude external light stimuli. A photograph of the set-up is shown in figure 2 .
A head tracker (InertiaCube2, InterSense Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) was used to update each frame with the latest angular orientations of the head (yaw and pitch) at 20 fps. At this rate, lag-free perception was achieved. The head-tracker facilitated redirection of gaze to locate and centre each test item, and the means to allow visual scanning of the test items.
In the experimentation room, subjects were sat down comfortably on an unwheeled, non-rotating chair. A joystick was provided to interface subject responses to the testing software.
Visual acuity assessment
Visual acuity is the measure of one's ability to resolve detail. It was assessed exclusively using the Landolt C optotype endorsed by the International Council of Ophthalmology [32] . A Landolt C test item in (a) its original form used for control session and in (b) phosphene form for SPV sessions is illustrated in figure 3 . A score was given based on the percentage of correctly identified test items and by calculating the logarithm of minimum angle resolution (logMAR) measure. An extended description of the logMAR method can be found in our previous publication [17] . The logMAR measure can be easily converted into the Snellen fraction by the following equation: • eccentricity. Landolt C optotype test items of random sizes, gap orientations and filtering schemes were displayed at random positions in the subjects' visual field. Optotype sizes ranged from 1.3 to 2.0 logMAR. The random position was based on a uniform probability density function over a square area of 12
• centred at the 'home position' of subjects' heading, calibrated at the beginning of each session. Four hundred test items were administered for each SPV session.
Visual acuity was assessed for one session under normal vision condition (also administered through the VR apparatus) and to at least ten sessions under the SPV condition, with phosphenes being rendered to represent the Landolt C test items. Each test item was made stationary in space with respect to the subject through the VR apparatus. Relative movement of the test item could be induced by movement of the head. By this mechanism, subjects were able to scan the image. All subjects were instructed to respond with their choice of Landolt C gap orientation by way of moving the joystick to one of the eight compass directions, or leave it in the centre for the no-gap choice, then to click on the trigger to indicate their final decision. None were given any prior training or instruction assisting in the method of head movement or gap identification. Subjects' responses were self-paced. After each response, the correct answer was displayed briefly to facilitate learning, then the process of locate, centre and scan starts again with the next test item. An auditory cue was provided at the start of each item. Each session usually took 20 to 40 min to complete.
Kinematics of head movements
Head movements were analysed in terms of displacement, velocity and acceleration. Displacement was measured with respect to the centre of each test item to the instantaneous subject heading. Instantaneous velocity and acceleration values were derived from the displacement data.
The magnitude of displacement was modelled with the Rayleigh distribution. The Rayleigh distribution characterizes the magnitude of two-dimensional vectors whose orthogonal components are normally and independently distributed about zero. The mean of the Rayleigh distribution was estimated by fitting this distribution to the data using Matlab (R14SP3, The MathWorks, MA, USA). The magnitude of the velocity and acceleration were modelled with lognormal distributions in order to estimate sample means. The lognormal distribution provided a better estimate than normal distributions because these scalar measures had asymmetrical distributions skewed towards large positive values.
Average magnitudes of displacement, velocity and acceleration were calculated for each corresponding timestamp across test items. The number of items averaged at each timestamp monotonically decreased over time as subjects complete their response. Plots of the number of unidentified items versus time were also included in the report.
Raw plots of the head movement (displacement) locus were generally not very useful in terms of quantitative analysis due to the seemingly chaotic depiction. Some examples are presented in section 3.
Time-frequency analysis
Fourier transforms (FT) were used to acquire more insight to the angular changes in the head velocity vectors as opposed to just their magnitudes. To conduct FT, the two-dimensional vectors (v) were mapped to corresponding complex numbers:
We applied the short-time Fourier transform technique to obtain both temporal and frequency space information. Under such a scheme, the FT was performed on progressive windows of 20 frames (1 s), in steps of one frame. The stepping provided time-based information illustrating the time course of the angular changes in head velocity. All calculations were performed in Matlab.
Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
ANOVA was used to identify the significance of various factors on the average magnitude of head velocity for each test item. These factors were subject, session number, test item size and filtering scheme. ANOVA was performed in R (v2.2.0, http://www.r-project.org/).
Results
Control sessions
During the control sessions, the visual acuity of subjects was assessed at the native resolution of the HMD. The magnitude of the displacement from test item, magnitude of velocity and acceleration were averaged and shown as dotted lines in figure 4 . The average displacement remained about 5
• . There were no large movements in the velocity and acceleration graphs; both remained relatively flat at approximately 1
• s
, respectively. The average joystick response onset was at t = 800 ms; and by t = 2000 ms, approximately 75% of the test items had been identified. 
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Progressive trends across SPV sessions
Corresponding sessions from each subject were averaged to give the solid lines in figure 4. Progressive trends across sessions can be identified by following lines from light to dark, and comparison can be made against the dotted line of the control sessions.
Displacement.
In the SPV sessions, there was a marked change in the subjects' head movement behaviour, resulting in a clear sigmoid step in the displacement profile in all of the ten sessions (figure 4(c)). Initially, the average displacement from the test items was approximately 5.7
• . Subjects used head movements to locate and move towards the test items and kept them around 3.2
• . The step function progressively steepened across sessions. The endpoint of the step progressively improved from t ∼ 1400 ms to t ∼ 1000 ms without any loss to the amplitude of the step. This trend settled after about four sessions of testing. Most subjects exhibited trends across sessions similar to the average trend with slightly different start and endpoint times, and different rates of refinement.
In figure 5 , the locus of the head-mediated gaze for five control (normal vision) test items and five SPV test items from the same subject were plotted. The behaviour differences in the head movement were illustrated. During the control session, the traces were short and generally localized. During the SPV session, there was a marked action of prolonged head scanning, appearing like scribble on paper, with greater coverage than the control traces.
Velocity.
Head velocity profiles (figure 4(b)) in SPV can be roughly divided into four segments: baseline velocity, up-swing, down-swing and scanning velocity. The 'baseline velocity' segment occupied the initial 250 ms, and progressively reduced to 150 ms. In this segment, velocity remained around 1.9
• s −1
, close to the control sessions' 1.3
• s −1 over the same period of time. The up-and down-swing segments were associated with the sigmoid step described earlier in the displacement section. The up-swing lasted for approximately 400 ms from the end of the baseline segment S112 and progressively reduced to 300 ms duration. The average peak velocity increased from 5.5
• s −1 to 11.5
• s −1 within the first six sessions (figure 6(a)). In some incidences, the peak velocity reached well over 30
• s −1 . The timestamp of the peak velocity roughly corresponded to the timestamp of the midpoint (concavity change) of the sigmoid step in the displacement profiles. It stabilized after four sessions from t = 625 ms to t = 475 ms ( figure 6(b) ). The down-swing segment lasted much longer (>600 ms) and merged smoothly into the scanning velocity segment (approximately t > 1000 ms). Scanning velocity was significantly higher compared to baseline velocity, and whereas the baseline velocity remained similar across sessions, the scanning velocity gradually increased from 3.6
• s −1 to 5.2
• s −1 in the first six sessions (figure 6(c)).
There were subject-to-subject variations in baseline, peak and scanning velocities ( figure 7 ). This will be described in more detail in section 3.4.1. Most notably, for three subjects, there was no noticeable increase in the scanning velocity compared to the baseline velocity.
Acceleration.
The trends in the acceleration profiles across sessions (figure 4(a)) were similar in form to the velocity profiles and can be divided into the following segments: baseline acceleration, up-swing, plateau, down-swing and scanning acceleration. The baseline acceleration of 1.
was very similar across sessions as well as compared to the control sessions. This lasted for about 100 ms. The acceleration up-swing corresponded to the velocity up-swing and the onset of the sigmoid step in displacement. This segment initially lasted until t = 600 ms in session 1, and gradually reduced to t ∼ 350 ms (session 6). In session 1, average peak acceleration was about 3 corresponded with the timestamp of peak velocity. Peak acceleration gradually developed into a fully formed plateau. The adaptation process took approximately four or five sessions. In the latter sessions, peak acceleration reached 5
• s −2 and remained plateaued whilst velocity reached a peak approximately at the midpoint of the plateau segment. The plateau lasted for about 300 ms before entering the down-swing to smoothly settle into the scanning segment. Some subjects actually exhibited a double peak instead of the plateau. The scanning acceleration increased across sessions from 2.1
• s −2 to 3.0 • s −2 ; and like individual velocity profiles (figure 7), the same subjects who did not register an increase in scanning velocity over the baseline velocity did not register an increase in scanning acceleration over the baseline acceleration. For both the plateau and the scanning acceleration, there was progressive increase until about session 6, followed by a downward adjustment in these values from session 6 to session 10.
Items remaining curve.
Across the SPV sessions, the average joystick response time gradually reduced as indicated in figure 4(d) . Four or five sessions were required to reach a stable curve. Eventually, the onset of response was at t ∼ 1000 ms, with ∼70% of the test items still remaining at t = 2000 ms (compared to t ∼ 800 ms and 25% respectively in the control sessions). Though the response onset since session 4 may be similar to that of the control sessions (dotted line), the subsequent completion rate continued to remain significantly slower. Inter-subject variations existed; some exhibited a similar response time plot for the SPV sessions as well as for their control sessions. There was close correspondence between the endpoint of the displacement step and the onset of subjects' first responses indicated by the downward turn in figure 4(d) ; for session 1, this was t ∼ 1400 ms, and for session 10, it was t ∼ 1000 ms.
Time-frequency analysis
The repetitiveness of the scanning motion can be seen from time-frequency analysis of the data. Figure 8 shows the results from the short-time Fourier transform to the head movement velocity vectors, averaging the power spectrum from test item runs from sessions 6-10. Initially there was a broad spectrum centred about 0 Hz and high powered velocity associated with the item centring action. Progressing into the scanning phase, the power of the velocity vectors reduced and was more concentrated in the 0.5 to 1.5 Hz band. Peaks were observed at 1.2 Hz for anti-clockwise rotation and 0.9 Hz for clockwise rotation, representing the repetition rate of the average scanning pattern, with slightly more power in the anticlockwise direction.
Factors affecting head movements
The contributions from each of the factors to the ANOVA model are summarized in table 1. Due to the large number of test items involved (12 subjects × 10 sessions × 400 items per session = 48 000 items), all the factors reached significant levels (p < 0.0001) despite only small contributions to the variance. The ANOVA model explained 77% of the variance. Only a small amount of the contribution to the ANOVA model was due to the Landolt C gap orientation, so it was not included in the final model. The following subsections present results relating to each of the factors tested. Progressive adaptation of head movements across sessions had been presented in previous sections and so will not be repeated here.
Variance between subjects.
Inter-subject differences were the main contributor to the variance according to the The magnitude of velocity profiles averaged across all items from sessions 6-10 for all subjects (2400 items for each circular mean filter and 12 000 for the Gaussian weighted filter). Circular mean filters (C10, C30, C50, C70 and C90) were allotted greyscale in decreasing radius-to-PS ratio from light to dark. The Gaussian weighted filter (G10) was allotted the second darkest grey. (b) The averaged magnitude of scanning velocity (1000-2000 ms) for each filtering scheme. Circular mean filters C10 to C90 were presented in circles, and were plotted against the radius of the circular mean aperture expressed in percentage PS. A quadratic curve fitted the data with R 2 = 0.992, on which the G10 data point was plotted against an equivalent circular mean filter radius, presented with a square. The standard errors were within the thickness of the plotted lines and within the bounds of the plotted circles and square. * marks C10 and C70 whose scanning velocity difference is statistically significant (p < 0.0001).
ANOVA results. Figure 7 further illustrates this with the head velocity profiles of individual subjects. Depending on each subject's scanning habits and confidence in the task, the baseline velocity (t < 100 ms), peak velocity and scanning velocity (t > 1000 ms) vary. For example, one particular subject continued his scanning motion between test items, resulting in a higher-than-usual baseline velocity near 10
. Also noted earlier, some subjects showed little difference between baseline and scanning velocities. One subject exhibited a rather slow head motion, peaking only at t ∼ 1000 ms. All other subjects shared a similar shape in the velocity profile, with similar landmarks occurring at similar timestamps.
Variance between Landolt C sizes.
Though the contribution to the ANOVA model of the item size factor was small relative to subject and session, quite distinct differences in their velocity profiles were observed (figure 9). In figure 9 (a), the onset of peak velocity was approximately simultaneous for all sizes. However, as the item size decreased, the average peak velocity and scanning velocity increased. For the smallest sizes, scanning velocity was more than 4
higher than that of the largest. For the largest items, there were insignificant differences between the baseline and the scanning velocities. Figure 9 (b) shows that the scanning velocity approaches asymptotic limits for small items as well as for large items. This observation was modelled with a sigmoid function (grey line) giving upper and lower asymptotic limits to the scanning velocity at 7.5
• s −1 and 1.6
• s −1 , respectively.
Variance between filters.
Much smaller variations were observed in the velocity profiles plotted with respect to filtering schemes (see figure 10 ). In figure 10(a) , there was little separation between these lines; they reached peak velocity simultaneously and at the same magnitude. Figure 10 (b) shows that there was a small increase in the scanning velocity towards smaller radii, i.e. filtering that retained more high spatial frequency information; between C10 and C70, more than 1 • s −1 (p < 0.0001) difference was observed.
The head velocity results from the Gaussian weighted filter with a sigma of 10% PS (G10) can be compared to the circular mean filter results after fitting a quadratic curve to the circular mean filters scanning velocity data ( figure 10(b) ). According to this model, G10 had an equivalent result to a theoretical circular mean filter with a radius of 17% PS. 
Head movements and performance
In figure 11 , the visual acuity performance per session was plotted against the average session velocity. An exponential function was fitted against the data to illustrate the positive correlation. The formula was
The standard error about the fitted line was small; however, the R 2 value (∼0.40) indicates large variance in the data, likely due to inter-subject variances and the changes across sessions explained by the ANOVA as described earlier.
The asymptotic limit according to the model was 62% correct and 1.58 logMAR. Sessions with average velocity above 4.6
• s −1 did not differ in performance statistically (p > 0.05); however, only 50% of the sessions managed to fall into this velocity range ( figure 11(c) ). The model was extended to 0
• s −1 in order to predict the performance levels of stationary stimuli; i.e. at a condition where subjects perform no scanning. This prediction for correct identification was 34%; this reflects [17] ). This factor did not have a measurable effect on the head movements, but had an impact on performance. Therefore a moving average of two sessions was adopted in composing this plot.
almost a 50% reduction in performance compared with the asymptotic performance of 62%. In terms of visual acuity, the stationary stimuli performance prediction was 1.87 logMAR, an increase of almost 0.3 logMAR compared to the asymptotic performance. This also represents a two-fold increase in the visual acuity threshold in terms of physical size. Figure 12 shows the correlation between changes in average session velocity and changes in performance (i.e., approximately the first derivative of trends in figure 11 ). The fitted linear trend has a gradient of 0.11(p < 0.05), indicating that a 10% increase in session velocity would be followed by a 1.1% increase in performance. The histogram shows that for 44% of the sessions, subjects increased session velocity by 0 ∼ 10% from the previous session. The variance in the data was large, indicating other contributors to the changes in performance across sessions. For example, there was a positive increase in performance of 3.5% without any increase in session velocity (at v/v = 0).
Discussion
SPV is a very useful tool in studying the psychophysical aspects prosthetic vision. For the researcher, it presents an opportunity to 'visualize' the problems an implant recipient may face when confronted with their newly restored form of vision. It has been used in assessment for several psychophysical tasks (see list at the end of section 1). Developing visual models of vision prosthesis has the Table 2 . Head movement phases identified from the visual acuity task and the approximate time window they occurred. The characteristic kinematics during these phases is described.
Action
Time period (ms) Characteristics React 0-100 Subjects' reaction time to a new test item, characterized by zero displacement change with baseline velocity and acceleration.
Search and 100-400 Subjects searched for new test item and centre redirected gaze towards the position of the test item.
Step function occurred in displacement, velocity and acceleration plots.
Enter scan orbit 400-1000 Once the item was sufficiently close to the centre of gaze, subjects readjusted the centring motion into the scanning motion. This is a transition phase, where displacement to item continued to reduce, velocity peaked and decreased, and acceleration changed direction whilst remained at the same magnitude or entered a second peak.
Scan
>1000
Subjects scanned with repetitive motion about the test item. Test items on average were not drawn any closer to the centre of gaze (non-zero displacement). Velocity and acceleration gradually reduced to constant values. Subjects tend to identify the test item after the completion of the centring action.
advantage of testing prosthesis designs and stimulation strategies on normally sighted subjects prior to committing the design changes. This permits recruiting a larger pool of test subjects, faster training and better control over the experimental variables. Previously, acoustic model approaches have led to many successful applications in cochlear implant implementations; specifically, in terms of stimulation strategy, the saturation of pitch as a function of stimulus frequency [33] , and, in terms of audio processing, the performance comparison of processing algorithms [34] . Acoustic models also have their limitations; these can only be verified against implant recipients. It is important that these models 'should be interpreted in terms of the trends that are predicted rather than as a quantitative estimate of cochlear implant subject performance' [35] . It is also our endeavour to conduct SPV experiments in order to better inform the research community of some of the likely trends associated with the utility of prosthetic vision. However at the present early stage of research, due to the lack of extended human trial results, SPV models had remained very simplistic in form. For example, the shape of the phosphenes has largely been modelled with a regular solid or Gaussian smoothed circle or square, and the layout of the phosphenes either in a regular square or hexagonal lattice. These were simplified interpretations of what was reported from human trial experiments [3-5, 7, 8, 30, 31] . With this in mind, we attempt to present interpretations from the present head movement study that remain valid in spite of the assumptions made in the simplified model. We discuss reasons for the spontaneous head movement mediated behaviour adaptation and the implications for prosthesis design, patient rehabilitation and training.
Reasons for increased head movements in prosthetic vision
We observed a spontaneous increase in the amount of head movements involved in performing the visual acuity task in SPV sessions compared to control sessions conducted in normal vision (see figure 4) . In the control sessions, there were barely any head movements at all. Research by Sanders [36] investigated the involvement of head movements under normal vision. They suggested that the visual field has three functional divisions based on the relative contribution of head and eye movements in directing gaze. Within an eccentricity of 20
• is the 'stationary field' where little eye or head movement is required. Between 20
• and 80
• eccentricity is the 'eye field' where eye movements are sufficient in centring gaze. Beyond 80
• eccentricity is where head movements play a more significant role. In our study, the HMD provided 25.6
• ×19.2
• field of view, but the test items were displayed randomly within 12 • ×12
• , which was well within the 'stationary field' found by Sanders, and the observation of minimal head movements during the control sessions was in accord with that.
Under SPV, there was a clear indication that head movements were actively involved in the centring of the test items and the scanning action to extract information for item identification. The sequence of actions performed by the subjects during the identification of each item are summarized in table 2. The approximate time period during which each action took place and the corresponding features in the eventual displacement, velocity and acceleration profiles were also tabulated. The spontaneous change in the nature of the head's involvement in vision-deprived situations may be the result of several driving forces. The first of which is to compensate for the inability for the eye to control gaze. Second, the need to S117 centre the item is associated with the cognitive difficulty of the task. Lastly, it is performance driven, through optimizing visual information for the temporal pathways of the human visual system or otherwise (discussed in section 4.2).
Compensating for the restricted eye movements.
In a series of experiments where macaque monkeys [37] and human subjects [38, 39] wore pin-hole goggles with a restricted field of view of ±10
• eccentricity, increased head movements were observed to compensate for the restricted field of view in the eye. Eye movements were restricted by as much as 80% of their original amplitude. Also, under normal circumstances, the head and the eye move in their individual spatial reference frames with reduced degrees of freedom to the possible 3D coordinates they can take. This is called Donders' law [40] . The spatial reference frames for the head and the eye respectively are called the Fick strategy [41] and Listing's law [42] . However, when the field of view of the eyes was restricted in the aforementioned monkey and human experiments, the head movement was found to adopt something resembling Listing's law as it replaced the eye in directing gaze. These results in combination with neurophysiology research [43] suggest that the head and eye coordination in gaze initiates from a centralized command dictating the final gaze destination in space, with individual contributions determined in a latter neural process. Thus, in the case where the field of view is restricted in the eye, neuronal commands call upon the head to compensate. Similarly, during our study, eye movements served no purpose in directing the gaze, so subjects automatically and spontaneously reallocate this task to involve head contributions that were not observed when the same subjects were administered the same task under normal vision. Consequently, the head displacement ( figure 4(c) ) profile exhibited a step function similar to that of saccades performed by the eye. We also noted that the delay onset to head movement ('reaction time' in table 1) was similar to that known of eye saccade latency, in the range between 100 and 200 ms.
Cognitive difficulty of the task.
The involvement of head movements to centre the test items is also related to the cognitive difficulty of the task-a view raised by Dunham [44] . In his experiment, subjects were asked to locate and perform arithmetic calculations on numbers that were successively presented to their field of view at an eccentricity of 40
• . Those who made head movements to acquire the peripherally presented visual information made significantly more errors than 'non-movers' despite performing the centring action. In experiments by Bowers and Reid [45] , where simulated visual impairment was administered in the form of afocal diffusing filters applied over text, subjects spontaneously increased their head movements when administered the most severe simulated impairment condition for reading text. In both of these experiments, the head movements observed could be easily substituted by the corresponding eye movements. However, when the task required a greater cognitive load, a greater part to the gaze shifting process was reallocated to the head movement component. An inclination to use more head movements than eye movements in gaze shifts was also observed in the elderly [46] , who in general exhibit slower cognitive processes [47] .
There is little doubt that there is a higher cognitive load in task completion under SPV compared to normal vision. In a SPV cutting task [14] , Hayes et al observed that subjects had to pause the cutting while they performed head scanning to update the 'mental image'. In our study, the cognitive demand of the task can be seen in the extended time subjects spent in identifying items in SPV sessions compared to the control sessions ( figure 4(d) ). Therefore, the need to centre the test items may also be related to the cognitive demand under SPV. This centring action was observed even for largesized items where identification was trivial. Furthermore, when the cognitive demand increased as the size of the test item decreased, the head movement velocity for centring also increased ( figure 9 ).
Sommerhalder et al [25] found that as the cognitive ability improved over time in a reading task, less 'trace backs' were performed during scanning of the text, i.e. reduced head movements. In the same way, we can also expect similar refinement in the head movement behaviour as subjects accumulate experience and confidence in the visual acuity task. There is some evidence of this from the acceleration profiles in figure 4(a) , where decreases in the acceleration magnitudes were observed from sessions 6-10.
Visual scanning and visual acuity performance
In this experiment, the SPV stimuli presented subjects with the need to associate discretely separated phosphenes to form the Landolt C shape. This is not a problem unfamiliar to the human visual system. In fact, the human visual system is predisposed to perceive global structures based on the simple Gestalt visual grouping principles of similarity, proximity and continuity of phosphenes. The principle of proximity and similarity can be further extended to the temporal domain of the visual signals. In addition, a law of 'common fate' states that elements with the same direction of motion are seen as a single perceptual unit. However, for a vision prosthesis, the phosphenes do not move, but they do change in intensity in unison; this is referred to in the literature as 'temporal synchrony' [48] , which has been shown to enhance perception of global structures. Under SPV, subjects would consciously or unconsciously utilize all of the spatial and temporal cues to improve perception of the Landolt C test item, and the only method for creating temporal synchrony is mediated by head movements.
In the case where the Landolt C gap can be represented by one phosphene alone, the task for the subjects is reduced to a simple visual search task [49] . A visual search execution would require much less head movement than observed in our results, and would especially eliminate the need to execute the head scanning phase. However, the sizes of the test items used in this experiment meant that the gap was almost always less than that can be expressed comfortably by a single phosphene alone. The spontaneous use of head movements for scene scanning indicates that there was information available through the temporal patterns of the phosphenes that were crucial to the identification of the gap orientation.
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In our study, most subjects comfortably spent extra time scanning over the test items in order to improve correctness of their response; this is demonstrated by the extended items remaining curves for the SPV sessions ( figure 4(d) ). Similar observations were also reported by Thompson et al [15] ; scanning techniques were also noted to have improved over the trials and an eventual constant response time and performance to the task was reached. Assuming increased session velocity is an indicator of increased scanning, we demonstrated statistically significant correlation between average session velocity and visual acuity performance (figure 11), and that velocity increases may be a worthwhile pursuit in order to improve performance ( figure 12 ). Scanning techniques also played a major role; we have briefly investigated the correlation between scanning patterns and task performance in an earlier publication [28] .
Visual acuity performance beyond the sampling-theoretic limit [20] of the phosphene matrix was observed in the study. The sampling theory states that the highest frequency information that one can resolve correctly from sampling a signal at 2f Hz is f Hz (the Nyquist limit). The phosphene matrix adopted in the study theoretically offered subjects an equivalent of 2.0 logMAR acuity of vision based on the Nyquist limit whilst the sizes of the Landolt C test items presented correspond to detection thresholds as low as 1.3 logMAR. Consequently, as noted earlier, the gap sizes are almost always less than that which can be expressed by a single phosphene. Under such a condition, the spacing between the phosphenes can be easily confused as the gap. However, the scores from some subjects reached as low as 1.5 logMAR. We postulate that the temporal properties of the human visual system contribute to this enhanced performance. In figure 11 , we assumed that at 0
• s −1 a stimulus will not trigger any temporal properties of the visual system. At this condition, the predicted visual acuity was almost 0.3 logMAR higher than that of the asymptotic limit at high velocities; that is, the temporal properties of the human visual system likely contributed up to 0.3 logMAR to one's visual acuity under the ideal scanning routine. This equates to a twofold difference in physical size of the test items. It may be that the temporal properties of the human visual system can effectively double the sampling rate of the phosphene matrix, in effect, doubling the spatial frequency band of perception. Improved performance as a result of visual scanning is also supported by Fornos et al [23] who confirmed that a dynamic sequence of stimuli (real-time pixelization) as opposed to a static stimulus, produced better results for SPV reading speeds. Therefore, under such caveats should one interpret the reports of Boyle et al [50, 51] who used completely static SPV images printed on cards for testing, and some of Sommerhalder et al [23] [24] [25] experiments involving pre-prepared static SPV images for reading studies.
Further evidence that visual scanning may be able to increase spatial frequency content was the observation of the increased scanning velocities for smaller sized items ( figure 9 ) and for certain filtering schemes ( figure 10 ). For the case of the smaller sized items, subjects may be attempting to increase the spatial frequency information so as to identify the gap orientation. In regard to filtering approaches, it may be that increasing the spatial frequency band as a result of scanning can help to remove some of the aliasing artefacts introduced through insufficient low-pass filtering. Also, the ∼1 Hz repetition rate in the scanning movements (figure 8) could be associated with presenting the visual system with the most favourable signal in terms of temporal sensitivity.
Adaptation and rehabilitation
4.3.1. Adaptation and plasticity. One of the most gifted properties of the human brain is its capacity to continually reconfigure itself in order to adapt, learn and memorize new experiences and information. This is referred to as the 'plasticity' of the brain. Without it, humans are no more than pre-programmed robots. Plasticity is believed to be an important factor mediating the ability to learn the association between electrical stimulation to limited sites of the cochlea and words and speech [52] . A large part of plasticity is mediated through the reorganization of the function and connectivity of cortical neurons. Such reorganization in the auditory cortex was confirmed in experiments with cochlear implants in cats [53, 54] . For the SPV task at hand, plasticity can be manifested is cognitive power as well as in motor coordination. Combined with our results from previous publications [17, 21] , we suggest there are as many as three separate adaptation processes to the visual acuity task utilising SPV: motor timing (rhythm), motor behaviour and cognitive learning. Each process was identified by the length of training required to reach stability.
Adaptation in the timing coordination of the task execution was observed in subjects developing regular selfpaced rhythms to their actions. An example of this is the speed-accuracy trade-off. In the task, since there was no time constraint to joystick response, each subject was free to manage their own time between further investigating the stimuli for the gap orientation or to respond with their best guess. The result is a characteristic curve illustrating the percentage of the yet unidentified items versus time ( figure 4(d) ). This curve reached very similar profiles after four SPV sessions. Another example is the timing with which the subjects executed the item centring action. The average time required for the subject to reach maximum velocity also stabilized after four sessions ( figure 6(b) ). The emergence of timing rhythms during motor learning has also been reported in neuroscience research [55] . Interestingly, Hallum et al [27] also reported a learning period of four sessions to their SPV tracking task, probably also related to developing a regular motor rhythm.
As well as the timing aspect of the task executing, motor behaviour adaptation was also observed across the sessions. The behaviour aspect of the task refers to the actions subjects performed in order to complete the task. First of all, there was the spontaneous observation of head-mediated centring and scanning actions, followed by gradual modified these actions to better suit the task. The best examples illustrating this aspect of adaptation are the changes observed in the peak velocity of the item centring action ( figure 6(a) ) and in the scanning velocity ( figure 6(c) ). As subjects built up comprehension and confidence of the new visual experience, faster head movements were being adopted to locate the test items and to perform visual scanning over them. The behaviour process took longer to mature than the timing process-approximately five to six sessions were required, after which fine adjustments continued to be observed. Notably, we observed these finer adjustments in the acceleration profiles ( figure 4(a) ) where acceleration values initially increased until session 6, from where they readjusted slightly downward to session 10.
The slowest of the adaptive processes is the cognitive learning process. The measure of which is the improved performance across sessions to the visual acuity task. Recall that the objective of the visual acuity task was to identify the gap orientation of the Landolt C test items under SPV. Subjects were tested on random orientations at various sizes and were scored for at least ten sessions. Immediately after each test item, the correct answer was presented to the subjects in order to assist learning. We expected improved identification rates across sessions partly due to increased familiarity to the task and more importantly as subjects developed better cognitive insight to the SPV form of perception. From our previously published results [17, 21] , we noted that the visual acuity performance, whether measured in percentage correct or in logMAR units, took a long time to stabilize, and on average, may take 10-15 sessions of practice. By this stage, both the timing and behaviour had been well established, but the cognitive learning process continued to improve. We estimate the learning rate per sessions from figure 12 at 3.5% ( v/v = 0).
In terms of cortical plasticity, it has been reported that visual cortical neurons increased receptive field sizes and responsiveness to low activation rates in adaptation to an electrical stimulation strategy to the visual cortex [56] . Reorganization may be expected so as to better fill in the spatial information gaps between the phosphenes (just as the visual system fills in the lack of visual information at the optic disc). This may involve changes in the temporal integration characteristics of the cortical neurons. Processing cues indicating object depth and position in three dimensions would also need to be adapted as early patients are likely to receive implant in only one eye. Cortical areas controlling head and eye movement may also reorganize in light of the changes in the motor behaviour outlined earlier. Integration of visual to other motor, auditory, tactile and other sensory cues are also expected [57] .
Implications for patient training and prosthesis design.
Plasticity has a 'critical period' during which the brain is most sensitive to the new perceptual experience and explores for the best restructuring solution, after which it may be harder to alter subject's adapted preferences. Appropriate training at the appropriate time would be important for the implant recipients. As well as training in cognitive ability, the results of this paper demonstrate the importance of motor behaviour training during this critical period. For example, some of our subjects seemed to have resolved to suboptimal scanning habits in their utility of prosthetic vision. In three subjects, there was little difference in their head scanning behaviour between SPV sessions and control sessions. Two of the three chose not to spend extra time attempting more difficult items. There was little improvement in their performance across sessions. Encouragement and technical pointers might have significantly aided them to develop motor skills that would have resulted in better performance. In our study, it was during the first four session of training when the timing and behaviour habits largely developed. This period needs to be targeted for the motor skills that would lay the foundation to better perceptual and cognitive learning under prosthetic vision.
Prosthetic vision is comparable to viewing through nightvision goggles in that both lead to restricted fields of view and reduced visual quality. Pilots wearing night-vision goggles often complain of disorientation strongly affected by head movement. A psychophysical study in this area was conducted by Seagull and Gopher [58] using simulated helicopter flights. One group of pilots were trained with a HMD that restricted their field of view. During the training, they were asked to pilot the helicopter through a course while performing a secondary task requiring systematic head movement. The control group were trained in piloting the helicopter with 'through-thewindow' display without the secondary task. Later, when both groups were tested on piloting through a course wearing the HMD, the trained group performed significant better because they had unconsciously acquired the skill in utilizing head movements. This further highlights the importance of training and rehabilitation in behaviour and motor skills for a vision prosthesis recipient.
In addition to motor skills training, perceptual strategies can be engineered into prosthesis designs to improve the usability of prosthetic vision. The human vision system exhibits a rich collection of spatial and temporal perceptual pathways [59] ; understanding how prosthetic vision interacts with these pathways can translate into better image processing and electrical stimulation strategies that assist in perception and patient training. Specifically for image processing, a lowpass spatial filter is generally applied to the high resolution image prior to sampling for the 'phosphene weights' for modulating the size and/or intensity of phosphenes. This is to remove high spatial frequency information that may deteriorate the prosthetic vision visual perception through the 'frequency aliasing' effect. Previous studies have shown that visual acuity performance significantly degrades through inadequate low-pass filtering [17, 27] . The present study indicates that through mechanisms of temporal integration or otherwise, scanning was able to improve visual perception to fine details twice as small as compared to viewing static phosphene images. The choice of the low-pass filter needs to account for this so as to allow the necessary high spatial frequency detail to be retained.
Furthermore, image processing and stimulation strategies can be further made adaptive to the purpose, setting and the behaviour of the recipient so as to further improve perception. Using mutual information analysis, Hallum et al [26] showed that visual information throughput is affected by the image processing strategy as well as the expected spatial probability distribution function of the object of attention. With knowledge of how one may attempt to identify certain spatial features using head movements, it may be possible to derive some sort of spatial probability distribution function with respect to individual subjects, and with respect to the velocity of head movement, then maximize information throughput by choosing an appropriate image processing strategy.
Lastly, our results demonstrated a large variance on individual preferences, of which at least 50% could be explained by inter-subject variations according to ANOVA. Such large variations indicated that studies conducted with a small number of subjects may not necessarily be representative of the population. It also inferred that any vision prosthesis design would need to be configurable so as to present the most effective restored vision to the recipient, since the generalized results from psychophysics studies, such as reported in this paper, may not be the best description of individual cases. This highlights the importance of understanding how potential vision prosthesis recipients seek to improve their newly found vision.
Fast head movements and the aged.
Similar to the disoriented pilots from using night-vision goggles reported by Seagull and Gopher [58] , Cha et al [13] reported subjects losing body balance in a navigation task under SPV, suspecting inefficient head movements with small visual fields to be the cause. This problem is compounded given that the demographic of vision prosthesis recipients is likely to include a large number of older people suffering AMD. In these patients, aging has resulted in reduced maximum head movement capabilities [60] and slower movements in order to balance the body, especially during locomotion [61] . The increased amount of head movements in SPV poses extra burden on the neck muscles and vestibulo-ocular reflexes of the prosthesis recipient, and may likely lead to adverse effects such as muscle fatigue as suggested by Hallum et al [27] . On the other hand, most SPV experiments were conducted with healthy, young subjects, including those presented in this paper. The aptitude and extent in which these young subjects can adapt observed in this study may not necessarily transfer to elderly subjects; for example, the short number of sessions for the subjects to develop a good rhythm to the task, and the speed at which the scanning movements were conducted.
Nonetheless, the demography of human subjects selected in clinical trials are generally greater than 40 years old, and in one particular case 74 years of age [3, 5, 7, 31] . (Humayun et al (1999 [4, 8] did not report the age of their patients, but given the advanced conditions of their blindness, these patients are more likely than not to be also greater than 40 years of age.) Thus far, no report on adverse effects due to increased head movement has surfaced. In contrast, Dobelle [3] and Veraart et al [5, 10, 31] who featured visual scanning in their rehabilitation and training approaches had all reported favourably to such strategy. Their patients were 62 and 59 years old, respectively. Consequently, increased head movements are being actively encouraged and adopted in clinical trial protocols. As for the concerns outlined earlier, the degree of head velocity and acceleration reported in this paper may assist in estimating the severity of these problems and for devising suitable solutions for the aged in training and rehabilitation.
Eye movements
We have shown from the head movement data, a clear picture of the adaptive changes that occurred transiting from normal vision to SPV and how it affected performance. In addition to that, the potential impact of eye movements should not be discounted.
Even though eye movements served no purpose in producing additional information for subjects under the experimental setting of a HMD, involuntary eye movements could not be completely eliminated [39] . During a headdirected gaze process, the eyes would also direct itself to the desired gaze location in space ahead of the head movements despite the lack of visual information due to the limited field of view. As the head movements follow, the eye position in the head is readjusted by the vestibulo-ocular reflex. This reflex action is also functional in prosthesis recipients, unless their ocular muscles are debilitated by injection of botulinum toxin or otherwise. However, in experiments where subjects wore goggles to restrict their field of vision mentioned earlier [39] , head movements became the prime director of gaze and the effective eye movements immediately reduced by 80%. We may expect to observe similar behaviour if eye movements were recorded.
Secondly, Dagnelie et al posit that the ability to perform eye scanning movements may have elevated performance levels in SPV reading [19] and facial recognition [15] . Cha et al [22] noted that eye-directed scanning with stabilized retinal images actually produced poorer results than headdirected scanning. The implication being that if the SPV studies reported, including this paper, were to be repeated with stabilized retinal images, the performance results may be factored down. Since the head and eye scanning are believed to be coordinated through a centralized command in the brain [43] , it is unlikely that the reduction in performance is brought about by negative interactions between the two. We postulate that the reason for this reduction in performance is the inability of the eyes to foveate on the critical feature in the vision for identification, so the subject had to make a judgement based on parafoveal or peripheral vision. The act of foveation is used to bring visual attention to a specific area of the scene to monitor criteria for gap identification or merely just to confirm a decision made prior to the shift in attention [49] . Though the object of visual attention does not require foveation, the inability to direct foveal attention to the desired location in stabilized retinal experiments may lead to reduced accuracy of response. Also, the ability to move the eyes can introduce after images as the phosphenes are smeared across the retina. Though this does introduce additional visual information, it presents the human visual system a 'detour' from temporal integrating of visual information from proper retinotopic stationary phosphenes. It is not clear from the present study the extent the eye-scanning strategies contribute to the individual performance differences. Considerable time had elapsed since the date of the experiment to when the head movement data were analysed, and for the few subjects that were able to be contacted, none recalled consciously employing any eye movement strategies.
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In the eventual prosthesis recipients, movement of the eyes will bring about dissociation between the brain encoding of the direction of gaze and the unaltered gaze direction of the camera. Brindley and Lewin [62] reported that as their subjects moved their eyes, the cortically elicited phosphenes apparently move in the same direction. The severity of this dissociation has not been raised in any human trials; but unless simulation studies can ensure 'stationary' phosphenes relative to the eye position (stabilized retinal image), this discrepancy cannot be accounted for in any simulation study.
It has to be noted, however, that this discrepancy between the simulation set-up and an actual human prosthesis recipient is inherent in most, if not all, simulation studies in the past. This is probably due to the cost and the complexities of integrating an appropriate eye tracker into a HMD unit. Sommerhalder et al's apparatus [23] [24] [25] calculates visual gaze based on head and eye tracking simultaneously, but is unable to provide separate streams of data (personal communications). For future studies in our laboratory, an eye movement monitor will be integrated into the existing HMD setup. We plan to investigate eye movement in control (normal) vision and SPV for both head fixed and unrestrained conditions. Data from head and eye can thus be combined to provide a more complete understanding of the expected gaze and scanning patterns of subjects experiencing prosthetic vision. Further, we also plan to include a survey at the end of the study to gather qualitative information regarding eye and head movement strategies used by the subjects during the task.
Conclusion
Head movements are essential for recipients of prosthetic vision for directing gaze and facilitating scanning. It has implications for vision prosthesis design and recipient rehabilitation. We have demonstrated that increased head movements follow naturally and spontaneously in subjects exposed to the form of prosthetic vision afforded by current designs of vision prosthesis. We have given an example of quantitative analysis of its behaviour during a visual acuity assessment activity under simulated prosthetic vision. Such behaviour may well generalize into other daily activities such as objection recognition, face recognition and navigation.
We have argued that the increased head movements observed was driven by the desire to improve cognitive performance, such as maximizing visual information with respect to the temporal properties of the human visual system. A model for this relationship may be beneficial to the development of the electrical stimulation strategy and the image processing components of a vision prosthesis.
